1) **STILTED LED ROBOT DJ & LED MIX TOWER !**

https://youtu.be/7yZYRIWdHZQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VDU-S0nJWc

**CENTER STAGE**

OUR HIGH ENERGY STILTED LED ROBOT WILL DJ & EMCEE FROM BEHIND OUR NEW LED MIXING TOWER! LED SUIT AND TOWER ARE PROGRAMMED **LIVE** TO THE BEAT FOR A HEART-PUMPING PARTY WITH A SHOW STOPPING LOOK!

**3 HOUR NON-STOP PARTY PACKAGE:**

**ALTERNATE THE ENERGY FOR 3 HRS!**

**PACKAGE INCLUDES:**

- (2) IDENTICAL STILTED LED DJ’S THAT ALTERNATE EVERY 30 MINUTES

- (1) MOBILE LED MIX TOWER IS ROLLED OUT, WHEELS LOCKED AND CONTROLLED BY OUR ONSITE LIGHTING DESIGNER TO MATCH THE BEATS/STYLE OF THE MUSIC – LED ROBOT COSTUMES ALSO CHANGE WITH THE MUSIC

- DELIVERY, SET UP, LIGHTING DESIGNER, SOUND/PA, STRIKE

**PRICE:** $3,750.00 SELF CONTAINED WITH PA

**ADDITIONAL OPTIONS:**

ADD LED TIMBALES/DRUMMER OR LED DRUM SET TO PERFORM IN TANDEM WITH DJs - $750 3 HRS, w/2 breaks
2) **DUELING LED DJS!**

https://youtu.be/7yZYRIWdHZQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1VDU-S0nJWc

PICTURE TWO 9 FOOT TALL LED DJ’S PROVIDING A HIGH ENERGY, DUELING DJ EXPERIENCE THAT YOU CAN’T FIND ANYWHERE ELSE! CUSTOM COLOR CHANGING LED SUITS AND LED MIX TOWERS CHANGE TO THE BEATS OF THE MUSIC OR TO YOUR COLOR REQUESTS!

3 hour NON-STOP Dance Party!

- First 60 min.
  GRAND EXTRANCE OF THE LED STILTED DJ’S into ballroom to opening performance track, audience photo ops, high fives, roaming experience while opening track is playing. DJ’s take their places behind their LED mix towers and begin their high energy Dueling DJ experience

- 20 minute DJ break while INCLUDED LED drummer performs to tracks

- 45 minutes of Dueling DJ’s

- 15 minutes LED Drummer performs during DJs break

- TRIO Dueling DJ’s & Drummer perform till the end

*Performance Physicality requires Dueling Stilted DJ’s to take (2) breaks over the course of 3 hrs.*

**DUELING DJ PERFORMANCE PACKAGE:**

- (2) IDENTICAL STILTED LED DJ’S THAT ARE ALSO ON MIC FOR EMCEE DUTIES

- (1) Centered LED Timbale/Drummer to play on DJ breaks and for final dance set

- (2) MOBILE LED MIX TOWERS ROLLED OUT, WHEELS LOCKED AND CONTROLLED BY OUR ONSITE LIGHTING DESIGNER TO MATCH THE BEATS/STYLE OF THE MUSIC – LED ROBOT COSTUMES ALSO CHANGE WITH THE MUSIC OR TO CUSTOM COLOR REQUESTS

- DELIVERY, SET UP, STRIKE

**PRICE:** $5,500.00 SELF CONTAINED WITH PA, (2) Stilted DJ’s, (1) LED Drummer, STAGE LIGHTING, SUIT/TOWER TECH AND SOUND TECH
CAN'T DECIDE BETWEEN A DJ AND A BAND?

SoundUP is the solution. Our 3 – 10 piece band offers the best of both worlds featuring our ONE OF A KIND STILTED LED DJ & LED Mix Tower surrounded by his band of out of this world vocalists and musicians. Complete with Emceed Mash-Up Medleys of the hottest hits from yesterday and today, choreography, costume changes, and WOW factor moments throughout this tech inspired, unequivocal event experience. Pump Up the awesome with SoundUP Band!

8 piece Full Dance Band: $9,000.00 for 3 continuous hours

CONTINUOUS 3 HOUR SAMPLE TIMELINE

9 PM - 9:30 Stilted LED DJ DAX with SoundUP Band will rock out for first 30 minutes
9:30 – 10:00 Singers make high energy entrance and deliver knock out vocals
10PM - 10:20 SoundUP Band Break and relief Stilted DJ (2) takes over the party for 20 minutes
10:20 - 10:30 DJ DAX and Sound UP Band returns, relief DJ breaks
10:30 - 11:00 Singers Make 2nd Entrance in new costumes & rock with band
11pm - 11:20 Full Band Break and Relief DJ performs
11:20 - 10:30 DJ Dax and Band perform
10:30 - 11pm Singers enter in 3rd costume and full cast performs till the end

PRICES, SELF CONTAINED WITH PA:

8 piece: $8,950 (guitar, keys, bass, drums, 2 lead vocalists, 2 LED Stilted DJ Robots)
6 piece: $7,450 (guitar, keys, bass, drums, 2 LED Stilted DJ Robots alternating)
5 piece: $6,500 (guitar, bass, drums, 2 LED Stilted DJ Robots alternating)
3 piece: $4,500 (drums, 2 LED Stilted DJ Robots alternating, 1 tower)

Purchaser to provide min. 16 x 24 stage, (4) 20-quad amps power to stage area, private green room/break area with table and chairs, hand towels, minimum 2 hr. sound check, 1 case of bottled water, hot vendor meals with assorted beverages in green room, and validated parking onsite.
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS:

**ADD OUR BRAND NEW VOLTA WHEEL**

(3) WOW FACTOR 5 MINUTE PERFORMANCES $3,250.00

INCLUDES CUSTOM BRANDING / MESSAGING PROGRAMMED INTO EACH PERFORMANCE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-IzCAIWedk8

- ROAMING STILTED TRONS: $300/HR, 2 hr. min.
- ATMOSPHERE LED POI - $750 EACH 3 hrs.
- LED Hula Hoops for $225/hr with 2 hr. minimum
- LED Dancers: $250/hr with 2 hr. min.